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Using the BISICLES adaptive mesh ice sheet model, the authors produce simulations
of the evolution of the West Antarctic ice sheet for the next centuries. Perturbations
of surface accumulation and sub ice shelf melting are provided through anomalies
given by atmosphere and ocean models driven by the E1 and A1B scenario. The
authors show that dynamics response of fast flowing ice stream is mainly dominated
by the choice in the initial conditions and values of sub-ice shelf melt and point the
importance of using a sub-kilometric mesh resolution to avoid underestimation of ice
sheet contribution to sea-level rise (SLR).

This is a very nice piece of work and the manuscript extensively describes the methods
the authors used. However, to my opinion, given the important amount of details given,
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the complex notations, numerous figures of insufficient quality, and a rather descriptive
discussion, it makes the manuscript hard to follow and this weakens the message the
authors may want to offer to the community. I believe that in the current state, only
ice dynamics specialists can read and understand the significant results behind that
work, which is I think a pity as presented results may interest a broader community.
After some restructuration, I also think that this paper would have the potential to be
highlighted by the EGU. To my understanding/opinion the most important results are
(from more to less significant):

(i) Contribution to SLR will remain largely dominated by the Amundsen Sea sector, as
destabilization of other sectors seems unlikely with our current knowledge of coming
ocean forcing. Large uncertainties remains, particularly due to the behavior of the
Thwaites Glacier.

(ii) In their experiments, the contribution to SLR induced by change in surface mass
balance is the same order of magnitude when compared to dynamics but SMB change
does significantly not impact ice dynamics with the considered time scale.

(iii) Mesh resolution is an issue (this is well known) and some regions are more sen-
sitive than other to the resolution (this is pretty intuitive, but to my knowledge this has
never been discussed so far).

To my opinion, this manuscript would deserve substantial reorganization to better high-
light the main results, and more emphasizes on point (i) (and then abstract should
focus more on that point). I tried to formulate few suggestions below, which I hope will
help the authors to improve their manuscript.

- This is a pretty long manuscript. I would suggest summarizing the description of
the methods to what is absolutely required to understand the results and discussion
and move all the technical details into an annex. I agree that such a preference in
the presentation is subjective but to my opinion this would greatly help non-specialist
readers to follow the main results and any ice sheet modeler can refer to the annex
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to have details and reproduce the experiments if they whish. But in the current form a
general reader cannot skip the methods and understand the results, and most probably
would not understand the methods if they make the effort to read it.

- In the methods, the authors first describe the combine anomaly experiments, and
then the melt rate ones. This makes sense as they want to crank up the perturba-
tions and evaluate how far could go the SLR contribution. However, in their results-
discussion section, order of presentation is the other way around. I guess they choose
that option to first show how much their results are sensitive to mesh resolution (and
this makes sense to do that experiment on the forcing presenting the largest retreat). I
think that the discussion on mesh resolution is rather technical and should be moved to
the methods in the annex. Then the authors could start their discussion with the com-
bine anomaly experiments. I think this would help to clarify the flow of the discussion
and would more focus the discussion on climatic results rather than mixing them with
technical aspects (which are of importance but to my opinion should only be mentioned
in the main text).

- In general the quality of the figures could be improved. Few suggestions. Some
Figure(s) could be moved the Annex (at least Fig. 2, probably Fig. 10 and 11). Figure
13 and 14 could be merged, or better follow the template with all the basins as in
Figures 7, 8, 15 and 16. The choice of color scale in Figure 4 forbids discriminating
easily the negative and positive larger values (-10 and +10 are pretty close). In Figure 7
color scale highlight the 2 different atmospheric models when the discussion is focusing
E1 and A1B scenario, which are uneasy to discriminate. In Figures 7, 8, 15 and 16,
using filled symbols may help to read the figures and follow the discussion.
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